
WHEN A FIRE STARTS ARE YOU 
EQUIPPED TO EXTINGUISH IT?

EASY TO USE

Remove cap, point at base of fire, push
down on button

Can be dispersed from any orientation

Safe to use at -10°C

EVERYDAY
PEACE OF MIND

Portable design

Fast and effective fire safety for any
fire emergency

Small enough to keep close to any
potential fire source

Rapidly extinguishes fires

High-performance

Reduces risk of reignition

Removes the risk of using the incorrect
extinguisher for the type of fire

EFFECTIVE

Tested to extinguish:
Class A - Freely burning materials
Class B - Flammable liquids
Class E - Electrical
Class F - Cooking oils and fats

Lithium battery fires

TESTED

By independent experts

To BS 6165 standard

WHEN A FIRE STARTS ARE YOU 
EQUIPPED TO EXTINGUISH IT?
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WOOD

PLASTIC

COOKING OIL

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL

LITHIUM BATTERY

ONE EXTINGUISHER ANY TYPE OF FIRE NO CONFUSION 

ZENOVA FX WATER POWDER CO2 WET CHEMICAL

Lithium battery 

Electrical 
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Wood

Cooking oils
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General material

In the event that a fire were to start, do you know that different types of fires
require specific types of fire extinguishers? Or that using the incorrect fire
extinguisher can be extremely dangerous and could make the situation
worse? 

Would you even think to check this before using the first extinguisher in
sight?

The reality is that the vast majority of people do not know the differences in
fire types and fire extinguisher classifications, and for those that do, in the
chaotic environment of a fire breaking out most wouldn't remember to check
the classifications before using the closest fire extinguisher. 

This is why we created the Zenova FX500. A fire extinguisher that is easy to
operate, highly effective and safe for use on any type of fire. 

It can reduce the confusion and stress associated with trying to find a fire
extinguisher, checking that it is the correct type for the fire burning and then
figuring out how to use it. Empowering anyone to be able to extinguish a fire
before it becomes more destructive. 

Tested and shown to be
effective and safe to use on
a lithium battery fire

Tested by independent
experts and testing
houses.

Tested to BS 6165 standard



Every front desk

A FIRE SAFETY TOOL FOR EVERYONE

Fire safety affects us all. Which is why the Zenova FX500 is the perfect fire
extinguisher for everyone.

With its versatility, durability and reliability, it provides a highly-effective and
efficient fire safety solution which is simple to operate and safe to use on any
type of fire. 

Whether you are BBQing while camping, cooking in your kitchen, or a
tradesmen on site, the Zenova FX500 is small enough to carry with you yet
powerful enough to provide complete peace-of-mind.

Every home

Every workbench

Every toolbox

Every kitchen

Every hiker, camper,
caravaner or boater

Every car, truck,  train
and bus

SEE THE ZENOVA FX500 IN ACTION

Scan to view

Click to view

https://zenovagroup.com/products/zenova-fx/zenova-fx500-fire-extinguisher/


www.beyondsurfacesolutions.co.uk

01782 209527

sales@beyondsurfacesolutions.co.uk

SCAN OR USE THE DETAILS BELOW TO CONTACT US DIRECTLY

1 @ £19.95 + VAT

Buy 3

Save 30%

Only £13.83 each+ VAT




